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Abstract—Circuit aging causes a performance degradation
and eventually a functional failure. It depends on the workload
and the environmental condition of the system, which are hard
to predict in early design phases resulting in pessimistic design.
Existing delay monitoring schemes measure the remaining
slack of paths in the circuit, but have a high hardware penalty
including global wiring. More importantly, a low sensitization
ratio of long paths in applications may lead to a very low
measurement frequency or even unmonitored timing violations.

In this work, we propose a delay monitor placement method
by analyzing the topological circuit structure and sensitization
of paths. The delay monitors are inserted at meticulously
selected positions in the circuit, named observation points
(OPs). This OP monitor placement method can reduce the
number of inserted monitors by up to 98% compared to a
placement at the end of long paths. The experimental validation
shows the effectiveness of this aging indication, i.e. a monitor
issues an alert always earlier than any imminent timing failure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Circuit aging such as Negative-Bias Temperature Insta-

bility (NBTI), Hot-Carrier Injection (HCI), or electromigra-

tion (EM), causes a parameter shift in transistors or intercon-

nects over the lifetime. As a result, the length of the critical

or long paths may exceed the clock period and a timing

failure occurs. A potential aging induced timing failure in

safety- or security-critical applications like airplanes, auto-

mobiles, or power-plants could be life-threatening. There-

fore, aging needs to be carefully monitored and appropriately

handled. To avoid pessimistic static design margins, aging

monitoring and adaptation approaches are often applied

in fields. On-line built-in self-test techniques [1–4] and

concurrent monitoring schemes have been proposed and

can be applied to aging monitoring. The monitors sense

the degradation effects in the circuit. Self-stressed monitors

often include a stressed cell which is overcritically designed

or overstressed, to guarantee that the stressed cell degrades

faster than the circuit under actual operation [5, 6]. Tunable

replica circuit [7] can be also categorized into such kind. The

self-stressed monitors are often non-intrusive and with better

hardware efficiency. However, their effectiveness bases on

the assumption that the mission logic does not degrade

faster than the stressed cell. Unfortunately this cannot be

guaranteed since degradation strongly depends on transistor

workload and working conditions (temperature or supply

voltage). Due to large workload differences between appli-

cations [8, 9] self-stressed monitors have to be pessimistic

and underestimate the real device lifetime. [10] synthesizes

Representative Critical Reliability Paths (RCRPs) as a stand-

alone circuit to estimate the aging degradation of the design

in the field. This implementation improves the accuracy

of aging estimation, but brings extra hardware cost and

sampling control signals. Other effects, such as process

variations, crosstalk and power supply noise, haven’t been

taken into account, which may also cause different delays

in RCRPs and the functional circuit.

In-situ monitors measure a performance indicator di-

rectly in the functional part of the circuit. The Razor flip-

flops in [11] are augmented with shadow latches synchro-

nized by a delayed clock. By comparing the values in

original registers and shadow latches, an aging induced

timing failure can be detected. Canary logic [12] simplifies

the Razor flip-flop design by eliminating the delayed clock.

Delay detecting flip-flops [13–15] detect the degradation

progress when a transition of the observed signal violates

the predefined detection window (guard band) before the

clock edge. Besides the detection window, the Scout FF in

[16] also generates a tolerance window for late transitions

after the clock trigger to predict as well as correct the

failure. The low-cost transition detectors in [17] are based

on transmission gates and allow to mask late transitions by

shifting the clock. To reduce the hardware cost, the in-situ

monitors can be placed at the end of the critical or long paths

[13, 18]. In low power designs, the path lengths are equalized

and many paths have lengths close to the critical path.

Delay uncertainties caused by process variations, transistor

workload or working conditions are hard to predict and

compensate in the design phase. The critical path of the

design may vary from chip to chip and over time. Thus,

not only the nominal critical path but also the near critical

ones have to be monitored. A non-enumerative technique

[19] and a representative critical-path selection scheme [20]

can reduce the number of paths necessary for observation.

SlackProbe [21] does not limit monitor placement to the

end of paths, but also allows intermediate placement to save

hardware cost. However, it does not take path sensitization

into account when placing the monitors. Additionally, the

control signals for the monitors may require global wiring

or clock balancing schemes, increasing design complexity

and possibly requiring to re-route the target design.

The monitor placement at the end of long paths implies

that the path delay is only measured when the entire path is

sensitized, which highly depends on the circuit structure,

path length and input stimuli. Some applications hardly

sensitize the whole circuit network [22], and it is possible

that certain paths are only sensitized rarely during opera-

tion, causing large testing latencies and in the worst case

unmonitored timing violations. Fig. 1 illustrates one of such



cases. A path through gates A, B and C, ABC for short, is a

monitored long path. If ABC is seldom sensitized, the aged

circuit may work fine without any alert or timing violation

until ABC is activated. A transition along the degraded ABC

violates not only the predefined timing margin but the clock

as well. A timing violation occurs without indication.
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Figure 1. Limitation of the conventional monitor placement

To avoid such unmonitored timing violations and mea-

sure aging degradation at higher frequency, we propose

a placement method for in-situ monitors. It analyzes the

topological circuit structure, the path segment slack, and

sensitization probability. Monitors are then inserted at metic-

ulously selected positions in the circuit, named observation

points (OPs), and measure the delay of path prefixes more

frequently. Only few monitors are required to achieve a high

coverage of target paths. The effectiveness of this approach

is validated by simulation to show that a monitor activates

always earlier than any imminent timing failure.

Section II gives an overview of the monitor placement

scheme. The OP placement method is presented in Section

III. The validation setup and experimental results are dis-

cussed in Sections IV and V.

II. DELAY MONITOR PLACEMENT OVERVIEW

A. Delay Detecting Flip-flop

A delay detecting flip-flop is a flip-flop extended with

a delay monitor [13] (Fig. 2). The monitor can detect a

delay increase along a sensitized circuit path w.r.t. the clock

reference and a predefined timing margin called guard band.
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Figure 2. Structure of a delay detecting flip flop for degradation monitoring

A delay monitor consists of a delay element, stability

checker and latch. The delay element shifts the clock to

generate a reference signal (StartGB in Fig. 3 (a)). The time

period Tg between the rising edges of the clock (CLK) and

StartGB is the guard band, i.e. the time during which signal

stability is checked. The design margin (Fig. 3 (a)) prevents

a false activation due to process variation or early aging

degradation. If in the nominal case the signal DNominal at a

path endpoint reaches its stable value before the guard band,

the path is not critical for operation. On the contrary, if the

signal is unstable during the guard band (DVaried), an alert

is generated and stored in the latch.
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Figure 3. Signal waveform for a delay detecting flip-flop: (a) at path end;
(b) at observation point (OP)

B. Delay Monitor Placement Approach

Our placement approach increases the measurement fre-

quency of path delays and reduces the hardware costs

compared to conventional endpoint placement. It selects ob-

servation points at intermediate nodes in the combinational

circuit (e.g. OP in Fig. 4). Shorter paths or path prefixes

are sensitized more often during operation, resulting in more

frequent measurement of the path delay. Since path segments

are typically shared by multiple paths, the selection of a

subset of segments for monitoring allows to assess partial

degradation of all or at least a high fraction of longer paths.

Positions closer to inputs are reached along shorter

path prefixes, enlarging the sensitization probability and

delay measurement frequency. These short prefixes are also

impacted by aging. By monitoring such prefixes with lengths

close to half the clock period, the inverted clock can be used

as reference clock for the monitors to generate StartInterm.
GB .

The start of the monitored time window is then half the

clock period minus the guard band (Fig. 3 (b)). Since the

monitored path length is halved, the design margin shrinks

proportionally to half of its original value.

To avoid complex global wiring and clock balancing

issues in [21], the guard band and sampling time are unified

for all selected observation points.

III. SELECTION OF OBSERVATION POINTS (OP)

A. Terminology and Problem Statement

Let the topological depth of a gate g be the length of the

longest path segment from an input to g. The set of target

paths comprises the critical and near-critical long paths in

the circuit, obtained e.g. by static timing analysis (STA). The



target outputs are the primary and pseudo-primary outputs

at the end of target paths. An OP covers a path if the delay

of the path initial segment, which can be directly measured

by a monitor inserted at OP, exceeds a predefined threshold

(Section III-B). The target path coverage is the percentage of

target paths covered by OPs. The OP candidates are possible

monitor insertion locations, limited by timing constrains to

reduce the search space of OP selection (Section III-C).

The OP slack or OP candidate slack is the time difference

between the start of the monitored time window (half the

clock period minus guard band) and the topological depth of

the OP or OP candidate. In the nominal case, the OP slack is

always larger than or equal to half the design margin (Fig. 5

(b)). The OP upper bound (OPUB) bounds the topological

depth of the OP candidates. As mentioned in Section II,

half the clock period is chosen as sampling reference and

every transition violating the sampling time will trigger a

detecting alert. To prevent monitor false activation, OPUB

is set as half the clock period minus guard band and half the

design margin. A path prefix is the prefix of a path starting

from its primary or pseudo-primary input to the gate with

maximum topological depth less than OPUB .

Selecting OPs among the candidates to cover the target

paths is a set-covering problem with two objectives: the

number of OPs should be minimized for low hardware cost,

and the selected OPs should have high sensitization prob-

ability during operation to ensure frequent measurement of

covered target paths. The search space is initially narrowed

down by identifying the OP candidate range (Section III-C).

Then the heuristic OP selection algorithm (Section III-D) is

used to find a small set of OPs among the candidates.

B. Target Path Coverage of Observation Points

The principle of our monitoring approach is to assess the

degradation by measuring the delay of target path prefixes.

Many target paths have branches close to OPUB . The

branched prefixes, e.g. segments ABF and ABC in Fig. 4,

share most of the path elements. The large common path pre-

fix AB implies a high correlation between the lengths of the

branches ABF and ABC, allowing to estimate the length

of all branches by observing one of them. If the length of

the common prefix (as percentage of target prefix length) ex-

ceeds a given threshold (e.g. lengthAB/lengthABF > 70%),

we say the target path ABG is partially covered by the OP

(blue point at gate C), although the corresponding output

O1 is unreachable from the OP at C.
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Figure 4. OP covering a target path prefix

C. Observation Point Candidate Range

In principle, all gates with a depth less than OPUB are

potential OP candidates. To reduce the search space for

OP selection, a candidate range is introduced that limits

the considered candidates. It is computed by balancing the

monitoring quality and overhead. The quality depends on

the target path coverage and the OP candidate slacks.

If a candidate’s depth is close to OPUB (e.g. OP1 in

Fig. 5 (a)), the slack of the candidate will be close to the

design margin (light gray area shown in Fig. 5 (b)). During

operation, OP1 slack gradually reduces due to degradation

and may eventually cause a timing alert by the monitor.

However, it may be that the candidates close to OPUB

cannot cover all target paths. For high target path coverage,

the gates with larger slacks are also considered as candidates

(e.g. OP2). To maintain a similar margin for degradation, the

time difference between the OP slack and half the design

margin, named delay matching region, is compensated by

inserting delay elements (e.g. inverters).
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Figure 5. OP candidate range identification: (a) topological position in
the circuit netlist; (b) signal waveform

The required number of inverters can be calculated based

on the OP slack in either nominal or degraded case. Since the

degradation of prefixes and paths depends on the workload

and operation condition, the prefix segments can degrade

at varying speed with the corresponding paths. Usually

the general application scenarios and average operation

condition are already known at design time. They can be

utilized for aging analysis to adjust the OP delay matching

and further improve the monitoring accuracy. The dark gray

area in Fig. 5 (b) illustrates the topological range of OP

candidates (TopoDelaycand):

OPUB −MDmax < TopoDelaycand < OPUB (1)

MDmax is the maximal matching delay of the inverter chain.

The OP candidate range should satisfy the following criteria:



• The OP candidates should provide a high target path

coverage to avoid insertion of extra delay monitors at

the end of uncovered target paths.

• The hardware overhead caused by delay matching

should be minimal.

• The path prefixes covered by OP candidates should

contain enough degradation information for aging mon-

itoring, i.e. the prefix length should be long enough to

ensure high timing correlation to the entire target path.

Due to the second and third criterion, a full target path

coverage can’t always be achieved by simply increasing the

matching delay (length of the inverter chain). For instance, as

shown in Fig. 5 (a), for the path at the bottom of the figure,

N3 is the gate closest to OPUB . However, if the path prefix

length (propagation delay from input to N3) is not large

enough, the delay degradation from the inverter chain may

dominate the overall degradation of the path prefix. In this

case, to keep the monitoring quality, sensing the entire path

length would be a better solution than measuring only the

prefix segment. As shown later in the experiment results,

such uncovered paths are very rare.

D. OP Selection Algorithm

The OP selection problem can be formulated as follow:

for a computed set of OP candidates C (Section III-C),

identify a minimal subset V ⊆ C (i.e. OPs) such that the

delay degradation of the target paths can be observed by

monitors placed at V with a high measurement frequency.

The measurement frequency is quantified by the OP sen-

sitization ratio, generated by logic simulation of functional

or random patterns. It is calculated as the number of cycles

in which the signal at an OP toggles divided by the total

number of simulation cycles. For each candidate, a merit

factor µ is computed as the product of the number of covered

paths and the sensitization ratio. The candidates are selected

iteratively as OPs in order of decreasing merit µ. To reduce

the coverage overlap, the paths covered by fewer candidates

are considered with higher priority.

Before OP selection, the netlist and target paths

P := {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pN} are used to compute the OP

candidates C := {c1, c2, c3, . . . , cM}. Let sr(ci) be the

sensitization ratio of candidate ci. The target path coverage

is calculated w.r.t. the entire candidate group. As discussed

in Section III-C, uncovered paths (U ⊆ P ) are removed from

the target group (P := P \ U ), and delay monitors will be

integrated into flip-flops at the end of uncovered paths.

Then, OP selection iterates as follows:

• Step 1: Analyze the path and OP candidate relation

– For every target path pi, the OP candidates cover-

ing the path are identified, denoted as SCi ⊆ C.

Let | SCi | be the size of SCi.

– For every candidate ci, the set of covered paths is

defined as SPi ⊆ P . | SPi | is the size of SPi.

• Step 2: To reduce the path coverage overlap and obtain

an optimal OP set, the hard to be covered paths (i.e.

paths covered by a minimal number of OP candidates)

are considered prior in OP selection: select ps, when

| SCs |= MIN
N
i=1

{| SCi |}. SCs is the candidate set

covering path ps. This set is irreplaceable by other

candidates for a high target path coverage.

• Step 3: Select the candidate cs in SCs with maximal

merit factor µs = MAX
|SCs|
i=1

{| SPi | ×sr(ci)} as OP.

This OP cs covers not only the hard to cover path ps,

but has also a large potential to cover other target paths

with high measurement frequency.

• Step 4: Remove the selected OP and covered target

paths: C := C \ cs, P := P \ SPs. If P 6= ∅, repeat

from step 1.

IV. OP EFFECTIVENESS VALIDATION

The effectiveness of the selected OPs are evaluated from

two aspects: (1) Failure predictability: a timing alert is

generated at OPs before any actual timing failure, and (2)

Prediction validity: every monitor alert refers to an imminent

failure, i.e. no false positive alerts are generated.

In the validation, the transistor stress is estimated by

logic simulation of functional or random input stimuli. The

nominal standard delay file (SDF) and the transistor stress

are input to an aging model to create the SDF for degraded

gates. Using the degraded delay information, timing sim-

ulation is done for an input pattern set. If a transition at

an OP violates the inverted clock, an aging alert is issued.

A transition at a target output exceeding the clock period

indicates a timing failure.

Different degraded timing profiles are generated per cir-

cuit for different system operation times. For each degraded

SDF, timing simulation is repeated and the transitions at

OPs and outputs are analyzed. The time of the first alert

activation and the first timing failure at outputs is recorded.

If the first alert occurs earlier than any failure, the property

of failure predictability holds.

To show the prediction validity, the remaining timing

margin of the nominal critical path is analyzed when the

first aging alert occurs at an OP.

V. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the approach on ISCAS’89 and NXP bench-

marks. The Nangate 45 nm open cell library is used for

synthesis and timing analysis. The design margin is set to

10% of the critical path length (cpl), i.e. clock = 1.10 · cpl.

A. Observation Point Selection Results

The results of OP selection are listed in Table I. The

number of gates in the target design is shown in column 2.

The longest 100 paths per output with a length from 70%·cpl
to the critical path length through this output are selected

as the target path group using STA. The number of target

paths is presented in column 3. The number of (primary and

pseudo-primary) target outputs is in column 6.

The maximal matching delay MDmax in Eq. (1) is set

to the delay of six inverters. The candidates covering no

target paths are removed from the group. The number of

OP candidates after elimination is presented in column 4.



The target path coverage of the OP candidates is shown

in column 5. A high target path coverage is achieved by

the candidate range defined above and this coverage is

maintained during OP selection.

The prefix covering threshold (Section III-B) is set to

70%, i.e. for every target path at least 70% of its prefix delay

is directly measured by the corresponding OP. The number

of OPs and the number of sensors inserted at path ends are

listed in columns 7 and 8 respectively. The monitor number

reduction red. := (#tar out −#OP −#end)/#tar out
is provided in the last column of the table.

Table I. OP selection results

circuit #gates #paths #cand. cov. #tar out #OP #end red.

s9234 1764 2284 33 0.99 55 13 9 0.60
s13207 2865 346 49 0.94 18 16 1 0.06
s15850 3320 4937 49 1.00 78 7 0 0.91
s35932 11168 6833 472 1.00 320 184 0 0.43
s38417 9796 12402 104 0.99 197 28 2 0.85
s38584 12183 622 21 0.95 47 11 6 0.64
p35k 23294 6207 2 1.00 71 2 0 0.97
p45k 25406 3727 37 1.00 54 4 0 0.93
p78k 70495 132545 2227 1.00 1417 306 0 0.78
p81k 82265 6268 112 1.00 69 3 0 0.96
p89k 58726 34184 62 1.00 352 16 0 0.95
p100k 60767 11151 271 1.00 116 36 0 0.69
p141k 107655 32485 186 1.00 333 8 0 0.98

Compared to conventional endpoint placement, the pro-

posed method reduces the number of monitors significantly.

The reduction of inserted monitors ranges from 6% (s13207)

up to 98% (p141k). For larger circuits, the reduction im-

proves. On average, the reduction is 58% for the ISCAS’89

circuits and 89% for the NXP circuits.

According to the transistor schematic [13], the stability

checkers consume dynamic power only when a late transi-

tion violates the guard band. The signal transition frequency,

i.e. the sensor measurement frequency, won’t influence the

power consumption unless an aging alert is triggered. Con-

sequently, the power computation of the sensors reduces

proportionally to the reduction of sensors.

The experiment is processed on a Xeon server with

2.67GHz CPUs and 80 GB memory. The run-time of the

OP selection algorithm is ca. 6 minutes for p141k.

B. Results of OP Effectiveness Validation

The goal of the validation experiment of Section IV is to

investigate if an earlier prediction can be achieved by more

frequent path prefix measurement in the proposed method.

Since the number of random patterns needed to sensitize

a path grows exponentially with the path length, for deep

circuits long target paths will be sensitized only with a very

low probability. In the validation experiments, the limited

number of random patterns is insufficient to sensitize a

significant fraction of paths through the OPs and target paths.

For that reason, path delay fault ATPG patterns for the target

paths are generated and applied in the OP validation flow.

Due to the ATPG abort limit, some sensitizable target paths

may not be activated during validation.

Additionally, 10240 random patterns are simulated to

calculate the workload-induced stress of each transistor. The

workload is assumed to be constant for the circuit lifetime.

NBTI is considered as the dominant mechanism of aging

degradation. Similar to [19], the NBTI model published in

[23] is used here for aging simulation. According to the

aging model, the gate delay increase (∆t) is computed as:

∆t = A·(α·t)n·t0. The stress probability α is the probability

that a PMOS transistor is under stress in one cycle. t refers

to the circuit total operation time. n = 1/6 is a characteristic

constant of the NBTI effect. t0 denotes the nominal pin

to pin delay of the gate. A is a constant parameter and is

adjusted so that the delay degradation is 10% over 5 years

under 50% stress probability. Different operation times from

0 to 10 years with the resolution of a quarter year (0.25, 0.5

... 9.75, 10 years) are applied to the aging model to generate

the degraded gate delay over the operation time. Later, the

above mentioned path delay fault patterns are used in the

timing simulation. The timing simulation is repeated with

the degraded delays of the different operation times until

10 years. The results are listed in Tables II and III. Dashes

in the table indicate that aging alerts were not issued or

timing failures not caused by the applied input stimuli during

10 years of operation. For circuit s13207, no aging alert or

timing failure was observered at all.

Since the inverter chain for OP delay matching can be

implemented based on nominal or degraded timing (Section

III-C), the two cases are investigated separately:

1) Delay Matching based on Nominal Timing Profile:

In Table II, column 2 to 4 provide the operation time (in

years) until the occurrence of an event. The event can refer

to the first observed aging alert activation (OP act), the

first observed timing failure (failure, both based on timing

simulation), or the first clock violation by the critical path

(cpl vio, computed by STA). For most of circuits, the first

aging alert occurs earlier than timing failures. However, for

circuits s15850 and p35k, the monitored prefixes degrade

slower than the entire paths. This can be avoided when the

workload and operating condition of the circuit are applied

for delay matching (cf. Section V-B2). For some circuits

(e.g. s38417, s38584), a timing failure occurs before the

degraded critical path violates the clock period. This is

because the critical path changes during degradation.

The last two columns display the remaining time margin

of the nominal critical path when the first monitor alert

activates. The absolute time margins in femtoseconds and

the relative values as the percentage of the clock period are

listed. The remaining margin is less than 1% in average,

illustrating the degradation process in the circuits.

A timing violation of the nominal critical path indicates

a potential aging failure, but it may not be activated by

the input stimuli. For p141k, for instance, the critical path

violates the timing after 7.5 years. This degradation could

be undetectable if the monitors are placed at path endpoints

and the entire path is not sensitized by the input stimuli. As

shown, no timing failure has been observed during 10 years

of operation (dash in last row of the table). By measuring the

path prefix, this potential failure is indicated in the 8.25th



year. Still, the OP activation occurs later than the potential

failure (marked red) since the nominal timing profile is used.

Table II. OP validation (delay matching based on nominal profile)

circuit OP act failure cpl vio re margin (fs) %clk

s9234 5.25 8.50 8.50 6681 0.70%
s13207 – – – – –
s15850 8.00 7.00 9.50 4613 0.22%
s35932 5.50 8.25 8.25 2631 0.59%
s38417 3.75 5.50 – 19469 1.56%
s38584 3.00 5.50 7.00 14007 1.16%
p35k 6.75 2.50 8.50 11085 0.32%
p45k 7.75 9.75 9.75 8417 0.33%
p78k 6.00 8.00 8.00 7174 0.39%
p81k 7.00 8.75 8.75 17646 0.29%
p89k 6.00 8.75 7.25 7430 0.23%
p100k 7.50 – 9.75 10648 0.35%
p141k 8.25 – 7.50 -5292 -0.18%

2) Delay Matching based on Degraded Timing Profile:

By using the degraded timing profile for delay matching, not

only the problems in red can be solved (bold font in Table

III), but for rest of the circuits also the time of the first alert is

less pessimistic. The year of first timing failure occurrence

and the clock violation time of the nominal critical path

(values in column 3 and 4) are identical in both tables. The

results in the last two columns only differ from the previous

table if the time of the first timing alert changes.

Table III. OP validation (delay matching based on degraded profile)

circuit OP act failure cpl vio re margin (fs) %clk

s9234 5.25 8.50 8.50 6681 0.70%
s13207 – – – – –
s15850 5.75 7.00 9.50 14600 0.69%
s35932 5.50 8.25 8.25 2631 0.59%
s38417 3.75 5.50 – 19469 1.56%
s38584 4.00 5.50 7.00 9302 0.77%
p35k 1.75 2.50 8.50 72437 2.09%
p45k 7.75 9.75 9.75 8417 0.33%
p78k 6.00 8.00 8.00 7174 0.39%
p81k 8.25 8.75 8.75 2757 0.05%
p89k 6.50 8.75 7.25 3662 0.12%
p100k 8.50 – 9.75 5102 0.17%
p141k 5.50 – 7.50 12932 0.43%

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new delay monitor placement

method, reducing both the measurement latency and monitor

overhead. The method utilizes the inverted clock as the

unified monitor sampling time, therefore avoiding global

wiring and clock balancing problems induced by monitor in-

sertion at arbitrary nets. The proposed algorithm takes target

path branches in the circuit structure and gate sensitization

probability during operation into account. The results show

that our approach reduces the number of required monitors

by up to 98%. Due to the high measurement frequency

at OPs, unmonitored timing violations can be avoided. In

the experimental validation the comparison of alerts and

failure occurrences shows that this cost-efficient placement

effectively indicates immiment timing failures.
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